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ABSTRACT:During our recent simulation studies of the contact values of the density and charge profiles formed by symmetric and
asymmetric electrolytes near charged electrodes, we have accumulated a large number of Monte Carlo (MC) simulation results for
ionic distribution profiles as a function of the distance of the ions from the electrode. The ions weremodeled as charged hard spheres
in a dielectric continuumwhose dielectric constant equals that of the solvent (the primitivemodel), while the electrode was modeled
as a hard unpolarized uniformly charged planar surface. Some of the density and potential profiles for this model system for
electrolytes with one or both asymmetric in charge and size for varying electrolyte concentrations and electrode charge densities are
reported here. These simulations are used to assess the results of (i) the classical Poisson�Boltzmann (PB) theory, (ii) a simplified
extension of the Poisson�Boltzmann theory, called PB+EVT, that includes excluded volume effects but neglects ion correlations
beyond those provided by the charge interactions, and (iii) in the case of charge asymmetry but symmetric size, the modified
Poisson�Boltzmann (MPB) theory. The PB results are rather poor, whereas theMPB results are quite good. At low concentrations,
the PB+EVT results are nearly the same as the PB results. However, some improvement is seen at higher concentrations.

’ INTRODUCTION

The diffuse electric double layer formed by an electrolyte near
a charged surface or electrode is of experimental interest in
electro/analytical chemistry and of engineering interest in diverse
fields such as corrosion, fuel cell technology, and biophysical
applications (viz., ionic channels), besides being of theoretical
interest. The electrolyte can normally be treated at the classical
level using statistical mechanics, but for the electrode the quantum
mechanical effects can be important. For a metallic electrode the
excess charge arising from the electrons in the electrode is confined
to a very small surface thickness, so that the metal can be treated as
a structureless classical metal with zero skin depth and with all of
the charge of the electrode residing on its surface. Polarization
effects can be readily treated in the classical model; see the recent
simulation study of Nagy et al.1 of charge asymmetric ions in the
Prausnitz issue of this journal and the references cited therein.

The classical Poisson�Boltzmann (PB) theory for binary
symmetric electrolytes, commonly known in the double layer
literature as the Gouy�Chapman�Stern (GCS) theory,2�4 is
widely used to interpret experimental results for the electro-
chemical properties of double layers formed by low concentra-
tion electrolytes and weakly charged electrodes. Themain reason
for its widespread use is that it can yield analytic results and not
because it is particularly accurate. In fact, it can be rather
inaccurate, and its results vary widely depending upon whether
the electrode charge or potential is used as the independent
variable. At least for symmetric electrolytes, the GCS theory is

most accurate when the electrode charge is used, which is a point
of logical interest because the potential is really the more natural
independent variable of the theory. When the ions are asym-
metric in diameter, we refer to the PB theory as the modified
GCS or MGCS theory because the theory was developed
originally for symmetric electrolytes, especially for ions with
the same size.When the ions are not all of equal size, there is not a
single distance of closest approach to the electrode.

The model of the electrolyte that underlies the MGCS theory
is the primitive model (PM) in which the ions are treated as
charged spheres and the solvent (usually water) is treated as a
dielectric continuum whose dielectric constant equals that of the
solvent. When the charged hard spheres are all of the same
diameter, this model is called the restricted primitive model
(RPM). The electrode is modeled as an impenetrable, smooth,
unpolarized, uniformly charged plane with all of the electrode
charge located on the surface. In the MGCS theory, correlations
between the ions are neglected; the wall�ion correlations are
treated at a simple level by taking note of their distance of closest
approach to the electrode. The MGCS theory yields analytic
results for the RPM (all ions have the same distance of closest
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approach) and for binary electrolytes in which the ions all have
the same magnitude of charge5 or when the magnitude of their
charge ratio is 2:1.6 For other single salt RPM applications or PM
situations, the MGCS theory does not yield simple closed form
analytic results, and the equations, although not overly complex,
must be solved numerically.

With few exceptions, more modern theories that can be
applied to the study of the electric double layer seem to fall into
two classes. They are either relatively easy to employ and are
improvements over the MGCS theory but not really satisfactory,
or they are very accurate but extremely difficult computationally.
Examples of the first class are the mean spherical7 and hyper-
netted chain approximations.8,9 Examples of the second class are
the second-order versions of these theories.10�13 More recently,
field theoretical methods have also been tried.14,15 The density
functional theory (DFT) has also seemed to be a promising
approach (see for example, some recent papers by Boda et al.,16

Gillespie et al.,17,18 Valisk�o et al.,19 Wang et al.,20 Yu et al.,21 and a
related work22). Other very recent relevant publications on the
double layer include those by Martin-Molina et al.,23 Gerrero-
Garcia et al.,24 and Kiyohara et al.25 These works reveal the
continued broad interest in the double-layer phenomenon. One
theory that is fairly straightforward to employ but still quite
accurate and has been successful across planar, spherical, and
cylindrical geometries is the modified Poisson�Boltzmann
(MPB) theory.26�29 A simple version of the MPB approach that
includes excluded volume (or ion size effects) but not the
fluctuation potential effects is the PB+EVT approach.30,31

The most obvious reliable approach, but certainly not as
convenient as a formal analytic theory, is the use of simulations.
These are usually canonical Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, but
grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) and molecular dynamics
(MD) have also been used. The MC simulations of the double
layer started with the seminal papers of Torrie and Valleau.32,33

More recent simulations have been initiated by Boda et al.34,35

and Lamperski and Bhuiyan.36 Recently, we have conducted an
extensive set of simulations of the double layers formed by
symmetric electrolytes,37�39 electrolytes that are asymmetric in
charge,40 in size,41 or in both charge and size.42 The goal of these
simulations was to test a semiempirical expression for the contact
value of the difference (or charge) profile,43 which was found to
be reasonably accurate. The principal aim of this paper is to
present some of our simulation results for the co-ion, counterion,
and potential profiles across the whole of the double layer and
not just their contact values. We will also use the simulations to
compare the corresponding predictions from the GCS (or
MGCS), the PB+EVT, and the MPB theories where relevant.

’MODEL, SIMULATIONS, AND THEORY

We have employed here the PM binary electrolyte where the
ions of species i are taken to be charged hard spheres of diameter
di and charge zie, with e being the magnitude of the elementary
charge and zi the valence. The solvent is considered to be a
dielectric continuum characterized by a single dielectric constant
(relative permittivity) εr, whose value in the present case is taken
to be 78.5, typical for a water-like solvent.We have chosen the ion
diameters in such a way that the average diameter d = (dco + dctr)/2
= 4.25 3 10

�10 m, a value used by Torrie and Valleau. 32,33 The
subscripts “co” and “ctr” refer to co- and counterions, respec-
tively.We have restricted ourselves to binary electrolytes with the
values of | zi| used being 1 or 2. The model electrode employed is

an unpolarized, uniformly charged hard plane with a surface
charge density of σ.
Monte Carlo Simulations. The MC simulations were per-

formed in the canonical ensemble ((N,V,T) ensemble) using the
well-known and standard Metropolis algorithm. The techniques
were similar to those employed by Boda et al.34,35 and Lamperski
and Bhuiyan.36 The MC cell was a rectangular parallelepiped
with edges lx, ly, and lz with one of the yz faces mimicking the
planar electrode at x = 0, while the other at x = lx is uncharged. The
ionic exclusion surfaces parallel to the yz faces were determined by
the ionic radii of the species. A convenient way to ensure this was
to make the difference of the two radii to be some whole multiple
of the “bin” size. The periodic boundary conditions along the
minimum image method along y and z directions accounted for
the semi-infinite nature of the system, while the charged sheets
method of Torrie andValleau32 was invoked to address the issue of
the long-range nature of the electrostatic interactions. The latter
procedure has been improved by Boda et al.44Within the canonical
ensemble simulation, the target bulk concentration was achieved
by an adjustment of the cell length lx. We typically sampled
configurations of the order 107, out of which ∼106 were used to
equilibrate the system. The statistical uncertainty in reproducing
the bulk concentration was about ( 2 %.
Modified Poisson�Boltzmann (MPB) and the Exclusion

Volume Corrected Poisson�Boltzmann (PB+EVT) Theories.
The MPB approach to the double layer theory seeks to improve
upon the classical PB theory, within a potential formulation, by
accounting for the neglected fluctuation potential and ionic
exclusion volume effects. To date the most successful formula-
tion of the MPB theory is at the MPB5 level, which has been
utilized in the present work. The development of the MPB5
theory for the RPM planar double layer is available elsewhere in
the literature (see for example, ref 26). We will therefore content
ourselves with a brief outline of the main equations for the planar
double layer with no polarization.
The Poisson's equation for the mean electrostatic potential

ψ(x) at a perpendicular distance x from the electrode reads

d2ψ
dx2

¼ � e
ε0εr

∑
s
zsFsgsðxÞ ð1Þ

with ε0 as the vacuum permittivity and Fs the mean number
density of ions species s. In the MPB theory, in conjunction with
the Kirkwood charging process, the electrode�ion distribution
function gs(x) is given by

gsðxÞ ¼ ξsðxÞ exp �zseβLðψÞ � βz2s e
2

8πε0εrd
ðF� F0Þ

" #
ð2Þ

Note that β = 1/(kBT), kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the
absolute temperature. The quantity ξs(x) = gs(x|zs = 0) is the
exclusion volume term. Also,

LðψÞ ¼ F
2
fψðx þ dÞ þ ψðx� dÞg � ðF � 1Þ

2d

Z x þ d

x � d
ψðyÞ dy

ð3Þ

F ¼ 4
4 þ kðd þ 2xÞ d=2 e x e 3d=2

¼ 1
ð1 þ kdÞ x g 3d=2 ð4Þ
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k2 ¼ βe2

ε0εr
∑
s
z2s FsgsðxÞ ð5Þ

k0 ¼ lim
x f ∞

k ð6Þ

F0 ¼ lim
x f ∞

F ¼ 1
1 þ k0d

ð7Þ

In the above equations d is the common ionic diameter in the
RPM. The exclusion volume term is developed through the
Bogoliuobov�Born�Green�Yvon (BBGY) hierarchy,

ξsðxÞ ¼ Hðx� d=2Þ exp
�
�2π

Z x

∞
∑ 3
t
Ft 3Z y þ d

maxðd=2, y � dÞ
ðy0 � yÞgtðy0ÞgstðdÞ 3

expf�βzteΦð1; 2jzs ¼ 0, r12 ¼ dÞgdy0dy
�

ð8Þ

Here H(x) is the Heaviside function, Φ(x) is the fluctuation
potential, and gis(d) = g(d) is the pair distribution function at
contact given by45

gðdÞ ¼ 2� η

2ð1� ηÞ3 ð9Þ

with the packing fraction η = (π/6)d3∑sFs.
The classical GCS theory follows by neglecting the fluctuation

and exclusion volume terms, that is, substituting in eq 2 L(ψ) =
ψ, F = F0, and ξs = H(x� d/2). If however, only the fluctuation
potential is neglected, then the PB+EVT theory follows, where
the electrode�ion distribution is now

gsðxÞ ¼ ξsðxÞ expð � eβzsψðxÞÞ ð10Þ

We note that in the absence of the fluctuation potential the
expression for ξs(x) (eq 8) can be simplified to

ξsðxÞ ¼ Hðx� dÞ exp
�
π∑

t
FtgstðdÞ 3

�Z x þ d

maxðd=2, x � dÞ
½ðy� xÞ2 � d2�gtðyÞdy þ 4d3=3

��
ð11Þ

In case of unequal ion diameters ξs(x) can be written in the
form

ξsðxÞ ¼ Hðx� ds=2Þ expfBsðxÞ þ ð4π=3Þ∑
t
FtgstðdstÞd3stg

ð12Þ

BsðxÞ ¼ π∑
t
FtgstðdstÞ

Z x þ dst

maxðdt=2, x � dstÞ
½ðy� xÞ2 � ðdst=2Þ2�gtðyÞdy

ð13Þ
where dst = (ds + dt)/2. The pair distribution functions
at contact, gst(dst), are approximated by the corresponding
Percus�Yevick values.46

In passing, we remark that the MC result for the potential
profileψMC(x) was obtained from a direct integration of the MC

gs
MX(x), namely,

ψMCðxÞ ¼ � e
ε0εr

∑
s
Fszs

Z ∞

x
ðt � xÞhMC

s ðtÞdt ð14Þ

hsðxÞ ¼ gsðxÞ � 1 ð15Þ
The MPB and the PB+EVT equations were solved by a pre-
viously developed quasi-linearization iterative technique,47 while
the MGCS theory has an analytic solution for 1:2/2:1 valency
systems.6

’RESULTS

The MC simulations and the corresponding GCS (or
MGCS), PB+EVT, andMPB calculations were done at the mean
diameter d = 4.25 3 10

�10 m, relative permittivity εr = 78.5, and
two different radius ratios R = (d+/d�) = 0.308 and 0.545. The
salt concentration varied from 0.2 mol 3 dm

�3 to 1 mol 3 dm
�3.

Although the temperature was taken to be T = 298 K for all the
unequal radii cases, a different value T = 150 K was used in one of
the RPM situations. These physical parameters are the same as in
the earlier papers.37�42 We will discuss the results in terms of
universal reduced quantities for convenience. The relevant ones
are the reduced density F*, the reduced temperature T*, and the
reduced surface charge σ*, defined as follows.

F� ¼ Fcod
3
co þ Fctrd

3
ctr

¼ Fd3
Fco
F

� �
dco
d

� �3

þ Fctr
F

� �
dctr
d

� �3
" #

ð16Þ

Figure 1. Mean electrostatic potential ϕ(x/d) and the electrode�ion
singlet distribution functions gs(x/d) in a 1

+:2�RPMplanar double layer
at F* =0.139 (c = 1 mol 3 dm

�3), T* = 0.297 (T = 298 K), b = 5, and
σ* =�0.405 (σ =�0.359 C 3m

�2). Symbols, MC simulation data; solid
line, GCS result; dashed line, PB+EVT result; and dash�dotted line,
MPB result.
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T� ¼ 4πε0εrkBTd
�zcozctre2

ð17Þ

σ� ¼ σd2

e
ð18Þ

where F = Fco + Fctr. In eq 16, the quantity Fd3 is the reduced
density in the RPM limit so that the equation relates the F* in the
PM and the RPM at the same solution concentration. In our
study it was also convenient to use b = (�zcozctr)

1/2eσ/
(ε0εrkBTk0) to specify the electrode charge density as this is
the natural variable that arises in the contact value expressions.
To facilitate viewing both low and high values of the electrode�
ion distributions near contact, we have opted to plot these
using a logarithmic scale. We would like to note here that a
preliminary MPB calculation for unequal radii electrolytes was
attempted some time ago by Outhwaite and Bhuiyan.48 How-
ever, the calculations were somewhat limited, and the results have
not proved adequate in terms of accuracy. Thus, in this work the
MPB results will be presented for RPM systems only.

We begin this discussion by considering some 1:2/2:1 RPM
system results shown in Figures 1 to 3, all at b = 5. The profiles in
the former two figures are at F* = 0.139 (concentration c =
1 mol 3 dm

�3), σ* = �0.405 (σ = �0.359 C 3m
�2), and T* =

0.297 (T = 298 K). Note also that in Figure 1 the counterions are
monovalent, while in Figure 2 they are divalent. In each case
there are oscillations in the profiles, which are more prominent in
the presence of multivalent counterions (Figure 2). The excess of
such counterions near the electrode lead to a deep first minimum
in the mean electrostatic potential profile ϕ(x/d) suggesting a
charge reversal. Here ϕ is the dimensionless mean electrostatic

potential defined by ϕ = eβψ. Clearly, along with the strong
Coulomb correlations and exclusion volume effects at high

Figure 3. Mean electrostatic potential ϕ(x/d) and the electrode�ion
singlet distribution functions gs(x/d) in a 1

+:2�RPMplanar double layer
at F* =0.0277 (c = 0.2 mol 3 dm

�3), T* = 0.150 (T = 150 K), b = 5, and
σ* = �0.129 (σ = �0.114 C 3m

�2). Notation as in Figure 1.

Figure 4. Mean electrostatic potential ϕ(x/d) and the electrode�ion
singlet distribution functions gs(x/d) in a 1

+:1� PM planar double layer
at R = 0.308, F* = 0.170 (c = 1 mol 3 dm

�3), T* = 0.595 (T = 298 K),
b = 6, and σ* =�0.397 (σ =�0.352 C 3m

�2). Symbols, MC simulation
data; solid line, MGCS result; and dashed line, PB+EVT result.

Figure 2. Mean electrostatic potential ϕ(x/d) and the electrode�ion
singlet distribution functions gs(x/d) in a 2

+:1�RPMplanar double layer
at F* =0.139 (c = 1 mol 3 dm

�3), T* = 0.297 (T = 298 K), b = 5, and
σ* = �0.405 (σ = �0.359 C 3m

�2). Notation as in Figure 1.
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concentrations, the role of the electrode�counterion interaction
is important in shaping the double-layer structure. The physical
difference between the model systems in Figures 1 and 2 is in the

valency of the counterions, and this feature alone leads to the
substantial differences in the structures observed.

The GCS profiles are all monotonic and do not show
oscillations, which is only to be expected as the theory neglects
both interionic correlations and exclusion effects. Although the
exclusion volume corrected version of the theory, namely, the
PB+EVT gives results that are close to the GCS results, in
Figure 1 the PB+EVT counterion profile shows a slight shoulder.
This trend is indicative of the potential usefulness of the PB
+EVT theory at high concentrations. The MPB predictions,
which further incorporate the ionic correlations through the
fluctuation potential terms, in contrast, follow theMC simulation
data very closely and are very nearly quantitative with the
simulations. Earlier MPB calculations on 1:2/2:1 electrolytes
have shown similar patterns.26,27 In Figure 3, T = 150 K was used
to see the effects of a temperature different from the room
temperature. The parameters T* = 0.150 (T = 150 K), F* =
0.0277 (c = 0.2 mol 3 dm

�3), and σ* = �0.129 (σ = �0.114
C 3m

�2) are all relatively smaller in magnitude, and the simula-
tion profiles are monotonic. The GCS and PB+EVT results are
now much closer to the simulation values.

We next turn to asymmetric sized ions but with symmetric
valencies. These results are given in Figures 4 to 6 at radius ratio
R = 0.308 and b = 6. The plots in Figures 4 and 5 are at F* = 0.170
(c = 1 mol 3 dm

�3), |σ*| = 0.397 (|σ| = 0.352 C 3m
�2), and T* =

0.595 (T = 298 K), while those in Figure 6 are at F* = 0.0851
(c = 0.5 mol 3 dm

�3), σ* = 0.281 (σ = 0.249 C 3m
�2), and T* =

0.150 (T = 298 K). Further, in Figure 4, σ* < 0, and in Figure 5,
σ* > 0. Although the results shown in these three figures are all at
T = 298 K, Figures 4 and 5 are for 1:1 systems and Figure 6 for a
2:2 system, and hence the difference in T*. It is of interest to note
that, with the values of d and εr used, T* = 0.15 corresponds

Figure 5. Mean electrostatic potential ϕ(x/d) and the electrode�ion
singlet distribution functions gs(x/d) in a 1

+:1� PM planar double layer
at R = 0.308, F* = 0.170 (c = 1 mol 3 dm

�3), T* = 0.595 (T = 298 K),
b = 6, and σ* = 0.397 (σ = 0.352 C 3m

�2). Notation as in Figure 4.

Figure 6. Mean electrostatic potential ϕ(x/d) and the electrode�ion
singlet distribution functions gs(x/d) in a 2

+:2� PM planar double layer
at R = 0.308, F* = 0.0851 (c = 0.5 mol 3 dm

�3), T* = 0.15 (T = 298 K),
b = 6, and σ* = 0.281 (σ = 0.249 C 3m

�2). Notation as in Figure 4.

Figure 7. Mean electrostatic potential ϕ(x/d) and the electrode�ion
singlet distribution functions gs(x/d) in a 1

+:2� PM planar double layer
at R = 0.308, F* = 0.0875 (c = 0.5 mol 3 dm

�3), T* = 0.297 (T = 298 K),
b = 4, and σ* = �0.229 (σ = �0.203 C 3m

�2). Notation as in Figure 4.
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to ∼300 K for a 2:2 valency system, which is the room
temperature, whereas for a 1:1 valency system the same T*
would correspond to ∼75 K, a rather low temperature!

We note that, although the magnitudes of the physical
parameters in Figures 4 and 5 are the same, there are qualitative
differences in the results. The reason for this can be traced to the
fact that the counterions are the smaller species in the former
but the bigger species in the latter case. While the profiles are
all smooth and monotonic in Figure 4, steric effects begin to
be dominant with the bigger counterions leading to the layer-
ing32,36,49,50 seen in the counterion profile in Figure 5. The close
proximity of the smaller counterions to the electrode results in a
steeper fall in the potential profile and a thinner double layer in
Figure 4. This again shows the influence of the electrode�
counterion interaction in the formation of the double-layer
structure since now the different distances of closest approach
of the co- and counterions to the electrode is the only distin-
guishing feature between the two systems. The MGCS and the
PB+EVT results are close and qualitative with the simulations in
Figure 4. Interestingly, in Figure 5 the PB+EVT results are still
qualitative with the MC data and show the layering effect. The
increased correlations with the multivalent ions lead to oscilla-
tions in the profiles in Figure 6 with the ϕ(x/d) changing sign
before going to zero. The mean-field MGCS and PB+EVT
distributions remain monotonic in this situation.

The results for a fully asymmetric electrolyte, in both ionic size
and valency, are presented in the remaining set of figures
(Figures 7 to 10). In all of the cases the T* = 0.297 (T =
298 K) and the magnitudes of the valencies are in the ratio 1:2
with the cationic species being the smaller species. The radius
ratio R = 0.308 is mostly used except in Figure 10 where R =
0.545. The physical difference between the model systems in
Figure 7 (F* = 0.0875 (c = 0.5 mol 3 dm

�3), b = 4, σ* = �0.229

(σ = 0.203 C 3m
�2)) and Figure 8 (F* = 0.168 (c = 0.5

mol 3 dm
�3), b = 4, σ* = �0.229 (σ = �0.203 C 3m

�2)) is that
the counterions are monovalent in the former case and divalent
in the latter case. Since the counterions are also the smaller
cationic species in both the situations, there are twice as many
larger sized anionic co-ions in Figure 8 and hence the greater
value of F*. The influence of the electrode�counterion interac-
tion is again manifest in the profile patterns: in Figure 7 the
distributions are smooth with only a hint of faint oscillations,
while in Figure 8 the oscillations are more clearly visible, and a
minimum occurs in ϕ(x/d). The two mean field results are fairly
close together in both the figures.

The salt concentration and the electrode surface charge are
substantially increased in the double-layer systems of Figure 9
(F* = 0.175 (c = 1 mol 3 dm

�3), b = 7, σ* = 0.567 (σ = 0.503
C 3m

�2)) and 10 (F* = 0.217 (c= 1mol 3 dm
�3), b = 7, σ* = 0.567

(σ = 0.503 C 3m
�2)), and the corresponding profiles now show

more features. Note again the different values of F* for the same
value of the concentration for similar reasons as before. Although
the smaller cationic co-ions are closer to the electrode, the
dominance of the counterions (anions in these cases) is still
evident. For example, the multivalent counterions are associated
with a sharp fall in ϕ(x/d), oscillations in the profiles, and a thin,
compact double layer in Figure 9. On the other handmonovalent
counterions together with multivalent co-ions yield a more
diffuse double layer in Figure 10. The overall picture that emerges
regarding the relative influence of electrode�counterion inter-
action in these structures (Figures 7 to 10) is in line with that
seen earlier for asymmetric valencies only or asymmetric-ion
sizes only. For the fully asymmetric case of course, there is greater
potential for rich structural features.

The steric effects due to an excess number of bigger sized
counterions in the system corresponding to Figure 10 cause

Figure 8. Mean electrostatic potential ϕ(x/d) and the electrode�ion
singlet distribution functions gs(x/d) in a 2

+:1� PM planar double layer
at R = 0.308, F* = 0.168 (c = 0.5 mol 3 dm

�3), T* = 0.297 (T = 298 K),
b = 4, and σ* = �0.229 (σ = �0.203 C 3m

�2). Notation as in Figure 4.

Figure 9. Mean electrostatic potential ϕ(x/d) and the electrode�ion
singlet distribution functions gs(x/d) in a 1

+:2� PM planar double layer
at R = 0.308, F* = 0.175 (c = 1 mol 3 dm

�3), T* = 0.297 (T = 298 K),
b = 7, and σ* = 0.567 (σ = 0.503 C 3m

�2). Notation as in Figure 4.
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layering in the electrode�counterion distributions. It ought to be
emphasized that these results are atR = 0.545, so that presumably
a smaller R, that is, a larger variation in ion sizes would make this
layering even more substantial. The PB+EVT profiles can
undulate in contrast to their MGCS counterparts, reproduce
layering, and lie closer to the simulation data in Figure 10. One
final remark is in order. Because of the logarithmic scale used in
displaying the electrode�ion singlet distributions, the differ-
ences between the MC simulations and the theories are exag-
gerated at small gs(x/d).

’CONCLUSIONS

The main result of this paper has been an analysis of the
evolution of structure in a PM planar double layer due to chang-
ing asymmetry in the electrolyte. We have treated asymmetry in
(i) ionic valencies only, (ii) ionic sizes only, and (iii) both ionic
valencies and sizes. A recurring feature running through the
(density) profiles' pattern is the unmistakable evidence of the
strong influence of the electrode�counterion interaction in
characterizing double-layer structure. It has been known in the
literature, for example, that, in a RPM double layer with (say) a
positively charged electrode, 1+:1� and 2+:1� systems are
structurally similar, as are 2+:2� and 1+:2� systems, with the
counterions being charged alike in each instance. Our results
reinforce such notions, and in particular for size-asymmetric ions
the relative proximity of the counterions to the electrode is a
further factor.

The RPM provides an illustration of the two basic phenomena
which are not predicted by the classical GCS theory. First at a high
electrode charge there can be a layering of counterions32,36,49,50 at
the electrode to balance the electrode charge. Not unexpectedly,
the counterion layering is more pronounced in the presence of an

excess of counterions, for example, when the magnitudes of the
valencies of the co- and counterions are 2 and 1, respectively.
Second at high electrolyte concentrations a charge reversal, or
overcharging, can occur in the diffuse double layer that arises from
a subtle combination of ion correlations and ion size. In particular,
the mean electrostatic potential profile changes sign before
becoming zero at large distances from the electrode. The onset
of the behavior depends on the valency of the counterions. Both of
these phenomena underlie the more complex structure of the
electric double layer seen for different ion sizes.

Higher valency symmetric systems and/or asymmetric sys-
tems provide a more stringent challenge to a theory, and we find
that, of the theories, none of the above effects is captured by the
classical GCS or the MGCS theory, which are generally poor
except at rather low salt concentrations. This is not surprising in
view of the missing fluctuation potential (interionic cor-
relations) and exclusion volume terms in the classical approach.
The MPB theory, on the other hand, tries to incorporate such
effects and is seen to be quite successful in reproducing the
simulation results for the RPM systems. A more accurate
version of the theory, is, however, required for asymmetric
ion sizes.48 The PB+EVT theory is geared to highly concen-
trated solutions when the exclusion volume effects are expected
to dominate. Indeed, substantial qualitative differences between
the GCS (or the MGCS) and the PB+EVT can occur at higher
concentrations.
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